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Tianjin was the earliest city opening urban public transport lines in China. Urban public transportation  
had profound impacts on urban construction and on the formation of urban structure in Tianjin from 
1902 to 1949. Based on the background of urban development, this paper firstly divides the evolution 
process of public transportation represented by tramways and buses into three periods from the 
perspectives of the distribution, quantity and operation status of public transportation lines. It then 
analyses the strong influence of public transportation on urban roads construction from the view of the 
increased municipal income, road widening, improvement of pavement quality, and bridges 
construction and maintenance. Finally, by using qualitative and quantitative analysis and superposing 
the related statistical data with the historical map, it analyses the relationship among public 
transportation line density, land value partition and basic urban structure, and certifies they were highly 
relative. In conclusion, the paper argues that Tianjin urban public transport network was based on trams 
and supplemented by buses, and not only planning ideas but also advanced municipal technologies from 
the West like public transportation system were also indispensable supports in the process of urban 
modernization in Chinese modern treaty ports. 
Key words: Urban Public Transportation, Modern Tianjin, Tram, Roads Construction, Urban 
Structure 
Introduction 
The transformation of Chinese modern treaty ports was closely related to western planning ideas of the time. 
Western advanced technologies, including public transportation, also had profound impacts on urban construction. 
Tramcar and bus, as novel means of transportation, were introduced into China’s metropolises including Tianjin 
successively in the early 20th century, which greatly promoted urban modernization. Tianjin was the first city 
opening urban public transport lines in China (Table 1). As the biggest treaty port in North China, Tianjin stepped 
into modern orbit with the establishment, planning and construction of concessions. To meet the expanding need 
on urban modernization and seek potential benefits from business, European merchants introduced tram to Tianjin. 
The paper explores the introduction, development and influence of public transportation represented by trams and 
buses in modern Tianjin (1902-1949). 
First, it divides the development process of public transportation into three periods from the perspectives of the 
distribution, quantity and operation status of public transportation lines. The 1st period (1902-1924) started with 
the establishment of “Compagnie de Tramways et d’Eclairage de Tientsin” (CTDT) mainly invested by Belgian 
consortium (Oriental International Corporation, Overseas Bank, Second Railway Corporation, China Railway and 
Tram Corporation, etc.) in 19021. The opening of bus line set up by Chinese merchants in 1925 implied the 
beginning of the 2rd period (1925-1936)2. And the 3rd period (1937-1949) came with Japanese takeover of tram 
and bus companies3. It argues that tramlines formed the basic skeleton of urban public transport network and bus 
lines supplemented it. Second, the article shows how public transportation promoted the development of urban 
road system from its contribution to municipal income, roads widening, transformation of pavement material. The 
foremost round of road widening in concessions was induced by the planning of tram lines and the paving of 
asphalt pavement also started from the road along tram route. Third, by using quantitative and qualitative analysis 
and superposing the related statistical data with the historical map, the paper analyses the relationship among 
public transportation line density, land value partition and urban spatial structure. It could be found that public 
transport lines greatly promoted the formation of land value partition and shift of urban centre, and the influence 
of trams was much deeper than that of buses.  
In conclusion, the paper argues that not only planning ideas but also advanced municipal technologies from western 
countries like public transportation system were also indispensable supports in the process of urban modernization 
in Chinese modern treaty ports. The description and accurate quantitative analysis of Tianjin urban public transport 
demonstrates the strong influence of public transportation systems on urban construction. 
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Transport 
 
Tram Short-distance 
Train 
Carriage 
Railway 
Tram Tram Tram Bus Tram 
Start Year 1906 1907 1907 1908 1908 1909 1917 1924 
Table 1: The Start Year of Urban Public Transport Lines of Different City. 
Sources: complied by the author based on The First Opening of the Tram, Ta Kung Pao(*?), February 
17, 1906; Nanjing Chronicles Compilation Commission, Nanjing Chronicles (Nanjing: Nanjing Chronicles Press, 
1995), 288; Huangjin Sun, “Urban Development and Social Change of Shenyang In Modern Times” (Phd Diss., 
Northeast Normal University, 2012), 96; Song Zhang, “Historical Analysis on Public Transportation Development 
in Shanghai Concession,” City Planning Review 38, no. 1 (January 2014): 50; Dong Zou, “On Guangzhou’s 
Urban Planning and Construction in the Nationalist Era of China,1911-1949” (Phd Diss., South China University, 
2012), 222; Li Liu,  “The Correlation between Traffic and Urban Development in Northeast Region of China from 
1860 to 1931” (Phd Diss., Jilin University,  2012), 45; Zhong Zhang, “The early modernization study of Ha’erbin 
municipal(1898-1931)” (Phd Diss., Jilin University, 2011), 162; Zhihong Li, “On the Development of Buses in 
Beijing in the Nationalist Era of China” (Master Diss., Capital Normal University, 2008), 11; 
The Initial Period of Public Transportation in Tianjin (1902-1924) 
Tianjin was opened as a treaty port with the signing of the Beijing Treaty, and nine concessions were set up by 
western authorities successively in Tianjin. The establishment, planning and construction of concessions led to the 
outward expansion of urban area, the substantial increase in the quantity and length of roads, and the continuous 
growth of population. By 1900, the downtown area expanded by 4km2, nearly equal to half of the city area in 1860, 
the number of roads added by 54, equal to that built during the 450 years from Ming Dynasty to 1860, the length 
of roads increased by 115km (measured by CAD drawings drawn by author’s team), equal to three-quarters of the 
city area in 1860, and the population rose more than 300,000, all of which made traditional transportation methods 
no longer met the needs of citizens and inspired the emerging and flourish of public transport in Tianjin4. 
In the end of the 20th century, European and Japanese merchants tried to introduce short-distance steam railway 
and carriage railway into Tianjin, but both failed5. After seven of the members of the Eight-Nation Alliance 
established the Provisional Government that first used modern urban management and construction concept to 
manage Chinese areas (the areas governed by Chinese authorities) in 1900, European and Japanese competed to 
apply for the franchise of tram. “The Tramway and Electric Lightning Company” operated by Belgian Shichang 
Foreign Firm acquired the franchise in 1901, and then CTDT was founded one year later and inherited the business 
of the original company, which implied the prelude of modern public transport was officially opened6. 
CTDT began to renegotiate with the Qing Government after the Government represented by Shikai Yuan (k
) took over Tianjin in 1902, and reacquired 50-year franchise of trams and designed tramrails in Chinese areas 
with the signing of Agreement for the Electric Tramways and Lighting of Tientsin (ATLT) in 19047. CTDT signed 
agreements with the authorities of Austria-Hungary, Italian and Russian concessions in 1905, of the French 
concession in 1906, and of the Japanese concession in 1907, to acquire the franchise of trams and specify tramlines 
in the concessions.8 The first tramline, “White Line”, which started from Beidaguan (*) and circled around 
the Old City (f() in a clockwise direction after reaching Beeman (x), was opened to traffic in 1906 (Figure 
1)9. Subsequently, “Red Line”, “Blue Line”, “Yellow Line”, and “Green Line” were opened successively10.  
Figure 1: The first tram line-white line in Tianjin began in 1906. 
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By 1921, there had been five tram lines (17.6km long) in Tianjin, covering the periphery of the Old City, the 
Japanese, French, Austria-Hungary, Italian, and part of the Russian Concessions, with four passing through the 
Old City and three of them passing through the French Concession, initially forming the basic structure of public 
transportation centering on the Old City and the French Concession (Figure 2). 
Figure 2: The distribution of tram lines in Tianjin in 1921: “White Line” (5.16km) was from Beidanguan (*) 
to Beimen (x); “Red Line” (3.541km) was from Beidaguan to the Jintang Bridge (wMH), and then to East 
Railway Station (a); “Yellow Line” (4.156km) was from Beidaguan to Tianjin Custom (+ST); “Blue Line” 
(5.135km) was from Beidaguan to the Old Longtou Bridge (f~,H), and then to the East Railway Station; 
“Green Line” (0.969km) was from the French Church to Quanyechang. The first tram line was opened in 1906, 
all of the middle three lines were opened in 1908 and the last one was opened in 1921. 
The Rapid Development Period of Public Transportation in Tianjin (1925-1936) 
After 1925, Tianjin entered the era with two means of transportation – tramcar and bus. According to the “ATLT”, 
“The local authorities may buy back the whole plant after 20 years from the running of the electric tramways”. 
Chinese began to formally collect funds to recover CTDT from 1922 and negotiate with CTDT in 192711. Japanese 
growing influence on North China () also made CTDT be afraid of investing in the construction of new rails 
(The “Flower Line” opened in 1927 was on old rails). Therefore, the most noticeable development of trams during 
this period (1925-1936) was the large-scale rail renovation, which began in 192712. The use of the new material of 
the track, cadmium-nickel, led to a considerable reduction in the tramcars damage rate and energy consumption, 
which demonstrated that tramway, as a novel kind of advanced municipal facility and technology, became more 
mature13. 
The continuous expansion of the downtown and the growth of employment population made tram lines no longer 
meet citizen’s demand on public transportation. In the spring of 1925, the first bus line from the Old Longtou 
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Bridge to Dazhigu (*]Q) was opened to traffic by Tongxing Motor Company (!Ns ), which was 
established by Chinese merchants Shutang Li and Renpu Liu, and then the second line was opened in 192914. 
Afterwards, Passenger Bus Company (0:Ns ), Urban Bus Company (6iNs ) and 
Yunlong Bus Company (~Ns ) were founded successively15. The most influential company was 
Passenger Bus Company, established by Japanese businessmen, which operated three bus lines strengthening the 
connection between the French Concession and the British Concession. 
By 1936, urban public transportation network had extended to the entire downtown area with six tram and bus 
lines each16. There were up to seven lines in the French Concession, which marked the formation of the urban 
public transportation network system centering on the French Concession. Two points can be seen from Figure 3: 
three of the bus lines start from tram stops and three intersect with tramlines, which implied bus lines were the 
extension of tramlines; and the trend of bus routes diverging from the city center to the surrounding area along the 
river was highly consistent with that of urban expansion, which proved that the development of bus line network 
was closely related to urban expansion. 
Figure 3: Distribution of public transportation lines in Tianjin in 1936: Bus lines of Tongxing Company from left 
to right are from Dahong Bridge (*dH) to Haiguang Temple (T2), from the Northeast Corner (l) to 
the North Railway Station, and from the Old Longtou Bridge to Dazhigu; Bus lines of Passenger Bus Company 
from left to right are from Zhongyuan Corporation(	 ) to Taoyuan(y%), from National Hotel(&K{9) 
to Dayingmen(*ix), and from Majiakou(|1) to Dayingmen. 
The Stagnation Period of Modern Public Transportation in Tianjin (1937-1949) 
After occupying Tianjin in 1937, Japanese troops gradually took over CTDT and all bus companies. Tianjin tram 
business had no longer developed since Belgian businessmen lost its operation rights of tramways. By Japan's 
surrender (1945), almost all trams paralyzed17. Tianjin Public Bureau Tram and Bus Temporary Management 
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Office(+S6Y4ZNs
EcX)) took over tram business in 1945. The Office established “Purple 
Line” in 1947, but tram business was still in depression and the Office suffered serious losses.18 
In order to implement unified management of bus business, Japanese authorities bought all bus companies, 
established the Tianjin Bus Branch of the North China Automobile Company and planned 13 lines in 193819. 
However, it was recorded there had been only 11 bus lines in operation at its maximum, which quickly reduced to 
3 lines in 1944 due to lack of fuel and fittings, concessions blockade and serious losses, etc.20 After Public Bureau 
Tram and Bus Temporary Management Office took over bus business, the bus operation was also poor. There were 
5 lines being normally operated in May 194621. Bus routes were once increased to 14 in March 1948, but most 
routes were quickly stopped due to gasoline deficiency and vehicles aging. On July 9 of the same year, only 5 
routes were barely maintained, and 7 at its maximum after that22. 
During this period, the number of public transportation lines was highly volatile for the turbulent political situation. 
Although occasionally increased, the duration of most lines was very short. Therefore, Tianjin urban public 
transport development had been almost stagnant during this period. The bus routes planned by Japanese in 1938 
shows all the 13 bus lines started from tram stops (East Station Stop, Zhongyuan Corporation Stop, and French 
Church Stop) to urban edge areas, which proved the feature that bus lines planning was based on tramlines had 
become more prominent (Figure 5). 
Figure 4: The distribution of tram lines in Tianjin in 1947 and the Planning Bus Lines in 1938: “Purple Line” 
(3.541km) was from the Northeast Corner to the North Railway Station(a); Bus Line 1 was from the East 
Railway Station to the North Railway Station; Line 2 was from the East Railway Station to Haiguang Temple Street 
(T2j); Line 3 was from the East Railway Station to Xiaoliuzhuang (38); Line 4 was from Zhongyuan 
Corporation to Tonghuali (!v); Line 5 was from the East Railway Station to Machangli (|'v); Line 6 was 
from the East Railway Station to Xiaosunzhuang (3/8); Line 7 was from Zhongyuan Corporation to Family Li 
Garden (F1h%); Line 8 was from the East Railway Station to Malu Street (|rj); Line 9 was from the East 
Railway Station to the West Railway Station; Line 10 was from Zhongyuan Corporation to the West Railway Station; 
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Line 11 was the same as above; Line 12 was from the French Church to the Hebei Third Prison (Ob\W); 
Line 13 was from the East Railway Station to Xiaoguozhaung (3u8). 
 
Figure 5: Quantity of public transportation lines at all phases (1902-1949): at the 1st phase there were only trams 
in Tianjin; at the 2nd phase bus was introduced. The number of lines continued to grow at both phases, but at the 
3rd phase the number was ups and downs, which implied the development of public transportation was unstable. 
Public Transport and Municipal Income 
CTDT had paid tram tax to the Chinese and concession authorities since the tram started running. According to 
ATLT, “The company shall pay every year to the Local Authorities a sum equal to three and a half percent (3.5%) 
of the gross earnings of the undertaking before payment of working expenses, salaries or any other disbursements 
whatsoever” 23. Also, the concession authorities sent personnel to audit the gross earnings of CTDT every year in 
order to acquire the tax. It was reported that the "passing fee" paid by CTDT to the French Concession was as high 
as CNY 170,000 per year 24. Similarly, the authorities also charged the bus companies for route operation rights 
and taxes. For example, Passenger Bus Company paid taxes, CNY 15 every three months, to the French Concession 
Municipal Council in 193025. Similar to other taxes, most of tram and bus taxes were used for the maintenance 
and construction of roads, bridges, sewers and other public facilities. 
Public Transport Development and Urban Roads Construction  
The impact of public transportation on urban construction was far more than taxes. New types of vehicles had 
different requirements on roads because of their difference in operation method, speed and size26. Therefore, the 
development of public transportation propelled the implementation of roads widening and improvement. 
The foremost round of road widening in modern Tianjin was induced by the planning of tram lines. As the 
headmost roads equipped with tram in the French Concession, the  original planned width of Rue du Chaylard 
(now Heping Road #7r) and Rue Paron Gros (now Binjiang Road VLt) (the section between Rue du 
Chaylard and Quai Auguste Boppe) was insufficient for the implementation of the tram program. For laying rails, 
the French Municipal Council ordered the owners of the roadside buildings to demolish and transform the buildings 
to widen the roads to 16 meters in width in 190627. Rue de France (now Jiefang North Road m@r) and Rue 
de L'Amirauté (now Chifeng Road q5t) were widened due to the laying of tram rails almost at the same time, 
but other roads without tramway laying plan had not been widened until much later. The Tianjin Map in 1912 
showed that roads equipped with tram were obviously wider than others in all concessions (Figure 6). The passage 
of trams had also promoted the implementation of roads widening in Chinese area. The Chinese authority believed 
that the reason why the number of accidents increased significantly after trams were opened was the varying road 
width, which led to the decision of “widening the besieged roads appropriately” in 192428. Therefore, the operation 
of trams promoted roads widening in both the Chinese area and the Concessions. 
The construction of the asphalt road started from the Italian concession, Da Ma Road along the “Red Line” in 
1914, followed by Rue de France and Rue de L'Amirauté both in the French concession in 1916 and Asahi Streets 
(now Heping Road) in the Japanese Concession in 1919 all along tramways29. The initial paving of asphalt 
pavement was too slow to be only paved on the roads along tramways, but the obvious advantages of asphalt 
pavement of low degree of wear and cost of repairs prompted Frenchmen to introduce asphalt mixing road 
construction technology after 1920s, which had greatly speeded up the construction of asphalt roads and further 
stimulated the refurbishment of other roads in the French Concession and other concessions30. The construction of 
asphalt roads in the Chinese areas started from the East Road, where the density of public transport lines was the 
highest31. In addition, electric lights were installed leadingly on roads equipped with tram32. Therefore, the 
construction of trams promoted the modernization of pavement and road facilities. 
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Furthermore, the operation of trams was closely related to the construction and maintenance of bridges. As “Blue 
Line” was planned to pass through Old Longtou Bridge, CTDT took on the daily operation and maintenance costs 
of the bridge in exchange for its right of way and management. To lay tram tracks, Jintang Bridge was converted 
to a steel-beam iron bridge by CTDT, Tianjin Custom, and the Austrian Concession and the Italian Concession33. 
Figure 6: Tianjin Central District Road Network in 1912 
Public Transport and Land Value Partition 
The density of public transport network was closely related to land value partition. In the early 20th century, when 
tramlines in the French Concession was just opened to traffic, the highest price of land in the British concession 
was approximately 1.75 times that of the French Concession. But the highest price of land in the British Concession 
and the French Concession was almost the same in 1938 when tramlines had been opened for 30 years. Table 2 
shows the density of public transport line in the French Concession increased much more greatly than that in the 
British Concession during the 30 years: the density in the French Concession was five times more than that in the 
British Concession by 1938. Therefore, the growth of public transport line density had positive impacts on land 
price. Figure 7 shows a gradually decreasing trend of urban land value from the French and British concessions to 
the periphery in 1938: the land price of the areas around Rue du Chaylard, Rue Paron Gros, Rue de France and 
Rue de L'Amirauté in the French concession, Asahi Street in the Japanese Concession, and Taku Road (now Dagu 
North Road*Qr) and Recreatin Road (now Xinhua RoadDr) in the British Concession was the highest, 
followed by Nanshi Area and East Railway Station Area. According to statistical calculations, the density of public 
transport network was 9.2km/km² in areas, where average land price was over 1,200 yuan/acre, while the density 
was only 0.6149km/km² in areas where average land price was below 200 yuan/acre. It is visible that public 
transport network density was highly consistent with land price--the higher the density of public transport lines, 
the higher the land price was.  
Table 3 and Figure 7 also show that the land price of areas equipped with tramlines was quite high. In contrast, the 
land price of areas along bus lines but without tramline (except British Concession) was relatively lower, which 
was led to by the differences in the introduction time, passenger flow and line stability between them: tramway 
was introduced at the early stage of urban development and all lines had high stability and large passenger flow 
under the unified operation of CTDT; differently, bus lines were opened to traffic when the urban form was almost 
formed and had poor stability because several bus companies were operated independently and competed intensely 
before Japanese occupation. 
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  Early 20th Century 1938 
British Concession Public Transport Line Density  0 km/km2(in 1908) 1.07 km/km2 
The Highest price  of Land  7000 Liang/Acre 1904.28 Yuan/Acre 
French concession Public Transport Line Density  1.66 km/km2(in 1908) 5.49 km/km2 
The Highest price  of Land  4000 Liang/Acre 2057.15 Yuan/Acre 
Table 2: Public Transport Line Density and The Highest price of Land Comparison Between the British 
Concession and the French Concession: Public Transportation Line Desity = The Length of the Road Center Line 
with Public Transport / Area (Unit: km/km2).  
Source of Land Value: Tianjin Real Estate Administration, Tianjin Real Estate Chronicles, (Tianjin: Tianjin 
Academy of Social Sciences Press,  1999) , 523-556. 
Land price 
(Yuan/Acre) 
Public Transportation Line Density 
(km/km2) 
Tram Line Destiny 
(km/km2) 
Bus Line Destiny 
(km/km2) 
>1200 9.25 4.71 4.54 
1000-1200 6.41 4.61 1.80 
800-1000 5.32 3.37 1.95 
600-800 1.87 0.56 1.31 
400-600 1.86 0.56 1.30 
200-400 1.32 0.31 1.01 
0-200 0.61 0 0.61 
Table 3: Relationship Between Land Value and Public Transportation Line Density in l938. 
Figure 7: Relationship Between Land Value and Public Transportation Line Density in l938. 
Source of Land Value Partition: Tianjin Real Estate Administration, Tianjin Real Estate Chronicles, (Tianjin: 
Tianjin Academy of Social Sciences Press, 1999), 556. 
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Public Transport and Urban Structure Evolution  
The development of urban public transport had changed urban spatial structure. “The development of Tianjin was 
initially revolved around the old city, followed along the river, railways and then tramways from the emergence of 
electrical business”34. Both urban population and business had tendency to flow and develop along tram routes 
after trams were opened. The fastest-growing piece along the tram line was the area along Asahi Street and Rue 
du Chaylard to Lizhan (IG) area equipped with the “Yellow Line”, “Blue Line”, “Flower Line” and “Green Line” 
35. Geographically located in the center of the city, together with the intention of Japanese and French concession 
authorities to develop economy by taking advantages of tram lines to propel population mobility, this area became 
a new commercial center with 4 major shopping malls, Tianxiang (+_), Taikang (R;) and QuanYe () in 
Lizhan area and Zhongyuan Corporation in Asahi Street in the late 1920s36. Statistically, there were nearly 60 
theatres, restaurants and ballrooms coexisting surrounding Quanye. Rue de France also boomed and became a 
pivotal financial street with banks, money shops, credit companies, insurance companies, security companies and 
pawn companies, nearly 300, according to the statistics pre-194937. The transfer of commercial and financial 
centers propelled the French Concession to gradually replace the Old City and become the new economic center 
of Tianjin. 
The soaring of land prices in the downtown area caused some residents who had to work here during daytime to 
move out due to their inability to afford high rents, but the development of public transport provided convenience 
for the daily movement of out-migrant residents. For example, as a direct link between the Old City and the 
concessions, Nanshi (6) area was surrounded by many tram and bus lines, attracting a large number of real 
estate developers and citizens, which thus led to the development and construction of Nanshi Area and further 
resulted in the formation of commercial streets and residential areas here in the 1920s and 1930s38. 
From the above analysis, it could be found that public transportation line was highly related to land value partition 
and urban functional division: advanced municipal facilities represented by public transport could promote urban 
development, construction and economic prosperity. At that time, CTDT had recognized this view from the 
development process of Western cities to mediate with government to increase tram lines. Since 1911, CTDT 
submitted plan for the construction of tramline from the northeast corner to the West Station to Zhili Foreign 
Affairs Bureau (]zUe) repeatedly by using modern urban construction ideas to clarify the benefits of the 
line, “If convenient transportation lines could be established from the area around West Railway Station where is 
not well-built now to the Old City, buildings will be built one after another, which is true for foreign 
metropolises … People working in the Old City or its surrounding areas could live in the good and new places, 
which is good for health, and also avoids row upon row of buildings in limited place. Tramlines in metropolises 
throughout the world were all from the distant to the downtown, so the remote areas developed for its low land 
and housing prices and the business of downtown boomed because residents could work in downtown during 
daytime and go home in the evening, which could bring about the increase of shop number and the growth of land 
and housing prices” 39. Although new line was not built due to the opposition of local businessmen, the case proved 
that people at that time had the idea of using the action of improving municipal facilities to promote land and 
housing prices, thereby facilitate urban construction and economic development40. 
Figure 8: Bustling Lizhan Street and Tramways 
Conclusion 
The outward expansion of downtown area and roads, the sharp growth of population, and the increasing production 
and living needs of modern metropolis stimulated the introduction and boom of urban public transport. Both 
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tramcars and buses were introduced to Tianjin when existing facilities could not satisfy the demands of urban 
development. Moreover, taking tramlines as the basic skeleton coupled with bus lines as the tool of network 
expansion, Tianjin formed a unique set of urban public transport network based on trams and supplemented by 
buses. 
On the other hand, while meeting the needs of urban development, advanced municipal facilities and technologies 
from the West, represented by urban public transport, reacted to the city with promoting the modernization of 
urban social-spatial morphology and creating a nice public environment for citizens. The rapid development of the 
urban public transportation not only improved the municipal revenues of the authorities, but also promoted the 
modernization of the infrastructures and propelled the transformation of urban spatial structure. The advancing 
influence of modern Tianjin urban public transport development on the construction of roads and bridges and the 
form of urban resource development taking tramlines as the axis proved it absolutely. Public transport was the 
indispensable technical support in the process of modern Tianjin urban transformation and modernization. It can 
be said that it was precisely because of the convenient public transportation lines that Tianjin modern urban space 
was formed so quickly. 
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